Abstract-Based on the fast stable convergence characteristics of successive over relaxation (SOR) iterative and Jacobi GaussSeidel (JGS) iterative, a blind adaptive SOR/JGS iterative Kalman multi-user detection (MUD) algorithm (SJK) is proposed for multiple access communication system as direct sequence spread spectrum code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system with multi-path fading channel. The proposed combination of blind adaptive Kalman filtering theory, SOR and JGS iterative method can adaptively control the selection of relaxation parameters and damping parameter, and then effectively deal the problem as time-varying noise statistics estimation. Compared with traditional standard Kalman filter (SKF), fading Kalman filter (FKF) and robust adaptive Kalman filter (RAKF) algorithm, the proposed algorithm can effectively estimate unknown noise statistics characteristics on-line while conducting state filtering, totally track the time-varying channel, minimize the detection error diffusion, and thus effectively reduce multiple access interference (MAI). Simulation results show that the SJK algorithm is of better detection accuracy, convergence ability, dynamic tracking capability, and lower bit error rate (BER) performance.  Index Terms Gauss-Seidel iterative, multiple access interference, Kalman.
communication system is asynchronous or synchronous. When the distance between interference user and base station is closer than expected user, the received power of interference user would be much larger than expected user, then the correlation between spreading sequence and interference user would surely be much larger than that between spreading sequence and expected user. This would always cause a significant increase of MAI component in the traditional Multi-User Detection (MUD) receiver, and it may easily cause that the expected user signal is submerged by interference user signal. Namely, the Bit Error Rate (BER) of MUD receiver is very sensitive to the difference between expected user and interference user. Based on the above situation, the traditional MUD algorithm for DS-CDMA system such as Matched Filter (MF) and decorrelation detection receiver cannot effectively eliminate the impact of MAI and FNP. This makes SKF, Fading Kalman Filter (FKF) and Robust Adaptive Kalman Filter (RAKF) the focus of research.
The SKF algorithm describes the multiple-access system dynamic model by state equation, describes the multiple-access system observation model by observation equation, and then updates the new observational date of state parameter by the prior estimated value of parameters. This process completely ignores the historical observation information, only needs the status parameter estimates value of mobile communication user [3] , so it is easy to achieve its recursive form operation. However, in the complex multiple-access communication environment, the dynamic noise and the observation noise are always uncertain, so the dynamic information provided by SKF will be easily distorted, which leads the dynamic varying information masked by the abnormal observation distribution and other anomaly parameters deviation. This would cause performance degradation and divergence.
To take full advantage of real-time communication data, the FKF algorithm employs the fading factor to limit the memory length of Kalman filter [4] , and also expands the prior state covariance matrix as k  times as before to reduce the utilization rate of total state multipleaccess communicative information [5] . Under the guarantee of reliable observation quantity, FKF can achieve the optimum filter detection results [6] . However, the adding location uncertainty and the different structure criterions of the fading factor always cause a significant impact on the adaptive filtering stability and the detector efficiency [7] . FKF algorithm is difficult to distinguish will firstly assess the accuracy of the forecast information by the least squares robust solutions for current multipleaccess communication users, then suppress the detection error of the mobile communication system by the rational application for forecast information. RAKF can not only adaptively estimate the covariance matrix of carrier state forecast vector and the observation quantity weights of any mobile communication user, but also effectively control the influence of parameters valuation on dynamic mobile communication system, caused by abnormal observation and abnormal carrier state disturbance [10] . However, RAKF requires reliable state valuation and a large number of iterative calculations to solve the equivalent covariance matrix of the observation noise [11] . If the state valuation is influenced by any unusual circumstances, it will be very difficult to obtain the reliable equivalent covariance matrix characterizing of the observation noise level [12] .
Above-mentioned Kalman algorithms for MUD of the multiple-access fading channel transmission always cause convergent speed instability, lack of accuracy control and other problems [13] . The fast stable convergence characteristics of Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) and Jacobi Gauss-Seidel (JGS) iteration algorithm [14] make it possible to achieve accurate real-time control for MUD algorithm. The SOR algorithm can effectively control the relaxation parameters and improve the convergence performance of JGS algorithm [15] , so it can improve the stability of blind adaptive Kalman algorithm. The combination of blind adaptive Kalman filtering theory, JGS and SOR method can adaptively control the selection of relaxation parameters and damping parameter, and then effectively deal with time-varying noise statistics estimation problem.
In this paper, we present a blind adaptive SOR/JGS iterative Kalman MUD algorithm to restrict the generation and diffusion of detection error, and then to ensure the detection accuracy through the real-time estimation of multiple access communication system.
II. SINGNAL MODEL MUD SYSTEM
In a discrete multi-path delay base-band channel of DS-CDMA system with K users, the spread spectrum code of k-user in fading channel is expressed as:
where ()
ci is a L-length spread spectrum code, P is the equivalent channel response maximum order of all users, and () k gi is the equivalent channel corresponding.
The ith sampling of reception base-band signal is:
where k A is the received signal amplitude, R is the length of user symbols coherence.
Then spread spectrum secondary on the chaotic sequence makes adding and adaptive filtering for the spread spectrum result of each user in order, the output signal model can be formed as: T , the characteristic waveform is
where , kl s is the normalized spectrum sequence (
N is the spread spectrum processing gain, and C T P is the C T -cycle matrix code piece. The system sum noise () k et [16] is defined as:
where ( , ) e n i is the sum sequences noise component.
() k t  is the colored noise with zero mean, and k h is the colored noise intensity.
At the receiving terminal, the received signal obtained from adaptive filter and BPSK modulate is equivalent as
where () k bi is the signal transmitting symbol, k p is the secondary spread spectrum waveform, T is the bit interval, k Supposing the 1-user is the expected user, the Lth sampling of the kth symbol period on Eq. (2) is a 1 L dimensional vector, and the initial weight vector is . So, the output scalar of FIR transversal filter is as follows:
where int D is the MAI interference matrix, int d is the interfering symbol vector and () k e is sum noise vector. Set a L-dimensional vector () n f as decision vector for the expected user, so the linear MUD model is:
In traditional DS-CDMA system, the long spread
The ( , )th ik element of time-shift characteristic waveform cross-correlation matrix is defined as:
 y RAb e , and the received signal sampling rate is equal to chip rate. Thus, the vector form of asynchronous DS-CDMA system base band received signal model can be formed as:
where e is the covariance matrix of () 
III. BLIND ADAPTIVE SOR/JGS-KALMAN ALGORITHM
The JGS iteration is an established iterative method based on the GS and Jacobi iteration scheme [17] . JGS can improve the convergence speed of adaptive MUD algorithm, but its global convergence performance is so unstable, which may easily cause detection error expansion. So the introduction of SOR is to control the convergence performance of JGS. The SOR/JGS-MUD method can be equivalent to solve a linear equations model [18] as:
where A is the kth order reversible matrix, b is kdimensional column vector.
The SOR iteration scheme can be regarded as a weighted average between the calculated value of GS iterative format and the approximate solution () k x of Eq. (12) . Normally, the value of k is generally large [19] , so it is necessary to improve the iteration of adaptive MUD algorithm to reduce computational complexity. Let = ( )  A I I A , the equivalent transformation of Eq. (12) is
fb , the simple iterative format of Eq. (12) Supposing U is an upper triangular matrix, L is a strictly lower triangular matrix, make dividing calculation for
Let the GS iterative format is
I L f , the linear equations solution of k-user can be equivalent as: ( 1) (
the basic iterative on Eq. (12) is 
the equivalent iterative format of SOR is expressed as   , SOR can be equivalent to JGS, so a proper  is important to make SOR convergence faster than JGS.
When the channel response appears suddenly change or some new co-channel users added to the same channel, it usually needs to resend the training sequence of traditional adaptive algorithm. This may easily cause a great waste of spectrum resources. In addition, the random recursive calculation of traditional adaptive MUD algorithm for multi-access communication system has defected as slow convergence and large detection errors. Therefore, it needs to study the blind adaptive MUD algorithm, which uses the observational data only and without the need for training sequences. In order to solve divergent or low convergent stability and low testing accuracy lead by standard Kalman detector, the structure of SOR/JGS-Kalman detector is shown in Fig. 1 .
The introduction of blind adaptive parameter selection unit can precisely adjust the values of relaxation parameter and damping parameter, thus simplify iteration process. Set the initial vector for (0) x , let Hermite matrix H as computing approximate transfer matrix,  is error control limit parameter, so the next step approximate solution is constructed as:
|| ( ) || , ( ) ( ( ),..., ( )) 0
When the Jacobi matrix
x is a nonsingular matrix, it can be expressed as
Given initial vector (0) x , the iterative computation is done for Eq. (21 (22) In the nth step iteration, we have
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IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In each of the simulation step (1s), set each communication user sends an effective information sequence in a multi-path channel DS-CDMA system (multi-path number 31 P  , users number is K), and use m sequences (sequences number is K, 25 N  ) to make independent spread spectrum and plus noise processing [22] , while make adding processing according to user's order respectively. In this process, supposing the kth user to be the minimum power user, every bit energy is 2 /2 k AT . All of these K users send asynchronous signal in the S-band transmission asynchronous after double spread spectrum processing. Then, the information symbols are de-spread. Finally, through the integral decision, the symbol recovery processing of these K users (symbol number is equal to transmission time) is completed at receiving and sending end by the same Km sequence. The nth iterative output SIR of system is as
A. Static Performance Comparison Analysis
Set difference multi-user power in the whole communication process with no changes in the number of users, this simulate the static environment to detect the static SIR and Excess Output Energy (EOE) performance of SJK, RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm. EOE is defined as the excess energy of transmitted user signal in order to achieve single-user error performance for MUD algorithm in the mobile communication system [23] , namely the more stable and rapidly for the EOE decay, the more stable the system transmission performance is.
As shown in Fig. 2 : Under the static transmission condition, when the iteration number is greater than 400, the SIR performance of SJK and RAKF algorithm are significantly better than FKF and SKF algorithm. Simultaneously, the SIR performance of SJK algorithm is always better than RAKF algorithm. These mean the SJK algorithm has faster convergence rate and stronger multiuser interference inhibition ability than other three algorithms under static transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 3 : Under the static transmission condition, when the iteration number is greater than 200, the EOE curve of SJK algorithm is always below 0.1dB. When the iteration number is greater than 600, the EOE curve of SJK algorithm is always below 0.05dB and in the subsequent process is close to the theoretical value of 0dB. The EOE curve of RAKF also achieves a stable attenuation but basically greater than 0.1dB throughout the transmission process. The same situation EOE curve of FKF and SKF algorithm are both always in unstable change and basically greater than 0.15dB, when the iteration number is greater than 200, the EOE curve of FKF and SKF algorithm both do not achieve a stable attenuation, namely, FKF and SKF algorithm occur detection error diffusion in case of no outside interference. These mean the SJK algorithm has better convergence, stability and interference rejection capability than other three algorithms under static transmission condition.
B. Dynamic Performance Comparison Analysis
Set a relatively open detection environment based on the existing static environments, namely, add a new set of arithmetic distributed large power users when the iteration number is 600, these added users can be regarded as the external interference component. Then withdraw the new added users and a set of existing users when the iteration number is 1200, namely, here is a interference range between 600 and 1200. This program simulates the dynamic communication environment. As shown in Fig. 4 . When the iteration number is 600, namely the new interference group is added to the communication system, the SIR curve of SJK and RAKF algorithm just appear little bit down peak and recover fast at a very high speed before the removal of interference. Simultaneously, the SIR performance of SJK algorithm is always better than RAKF algorithm. But the SIR curve of FKF and SKF algorithm appear great attenuation volatility and even become unstable convergence after the removal of interference. These mean the SJK algorithm has better dynamic tracking performance than other three algorithms under dynamic transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 5 . Under the dynamic transmission condition, when there is new interference group added in the communication system, the EOE curve of SJK just appear a very brief fluctuation and recover attenuation states quickly before the interference been withdrawn, the EOE value of SJK algorithm is always below 0.05dB, and later close to 0dB. Simultaneously, the EOE curve of RAKF also appear a very brief fluctuation and recover attenuation states, but appear a fluctuation after the removal of interference, the EOE value of RAKF algorithm is basically greater than 0.1dB throughout in the end. The EOE of SKF appears serious divergence after the interference brought into the system and ultimately failed to converge. The EOE of FKF does not appear serious divergence, but also ultimately failed to converge. These mean the SJK algorithm has better interference rejection capability, convergence stability and MUD ability than other three algorithms under dynamic transmission condition.
C. Detection Accuracy Performance Analysis
Using spreading sequence adapts GOLD sequence, set step size of Adaptive BPSK signal source is 0.0005   , the sampling rate is equal to the chip rate, the difference power value between the maximum user and the minimum user is 6dB, the BER is defined as:
where () k e  is the equivalent energy of the k-th user.  . In addition, the BER value of SJK algorithm is significantly lower than those of RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm. The BER curve of expected user by SJK algorithm declines faster than RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithms in whole detection process. These mean the SJK algorithm has better BER performance and MAI rejection ability than other three algorithms under static transmission condition. As shown in the Fig. 7 . Under the dynamic transmission condition, all curves have shown a significant change, the BER performance of SJK is closest to the static level. The BER values of RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm are all greater than 3 
10
 . The BER curve of expected user by SJK algorithm declines faster than RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm in whole detection process. These mean the SJK algorithm has better BER performance and MAI rejection ability, namely the SJK detector can effectively improve the detection accuracy and inhibit MAI under dynamic transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 8 . The decision error mean square value of SJK always maintain a steady in whole processing and close to 4 
 in the end. Simultaneously, although RAKF reaches the same error level with SJK in the later stage, but the attenuation of RAKF is slower than the SJK. The decision error mean square of FKF recover very slowly at a low speed and achieve convergence in unsatisfactory an error level as value of 3 
 to 2 
 . The decision error mean square of SKF does not achieve effective convergence in whole processing. These mean the SJK algorithm has higher accuracy than other three algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . The path loss curves of SJK algorithm are able to remain stable, in either static or dynamic conditions. By contrast, the same performance of RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm all appear different degrees change. These mean the SJK algorithm has higher transmission stability than other three algorithms no matter under static or dynamic transmission condition.
V. CONCLUSION
The SJK MUD algorithm can make full use of user observation data and effectively real-time estimate the statistical characteristics of time varying noise while conducting state filtering. Because SJK algorithm satisfies the basic conditions of adaptive multiuser detection, namely, without having to inform the system priori information in whole processing, so it is easier to implement. This algorithm has characteristics as good tracking performance, high detection accuracy, fast convergence and stability of filtering process. Simulation results show that, the SJK algorithm outperforms the RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm in term of SIR, EOE and BER performance, detection accuracy control capability, dynamic tracking capability, convergence and transmission stability and path loss performance. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , when the new interference group appears in the communication system, although the dynamic SIR and EOE performance of SJK algorithm are significantly better than RAKF, FKF and SKF algorithm, but at the moment of iteration number is 600, the performance curve of SJK algorithm also appear significant change in a very short period. So the SJK has a good global convergence, but for the situation of mutation, the interference is still slightly deficiencies to be improved. Therefore, the blind adaptive SOR/JGS iterative Kalman MUD algorithm is an efficient MUD scheme for the multiple-access communication system.
